WEGO in Action brings readers a summary of all the WEGO network is doing around the world with stories about our exciting diverse research, activist engagement and policy advocacy.

WEGO’s activities are helping to map out where ecological, economic and social transformation are happening at the community level and on other scales, in the collective search for intersectional justice towards a more liveable world. WEGO aims to bridge the rift of a world marked by inequalities and plagued by the mantra of economic growth with possibilities of connectivity, vibrant materiality and livelihoods. From these engagements, WEGO contributes, builds and reaches out to feminist and other concerned scholars and activists working on the key issues of political ecology.

Happy reading!

Wendy Harcourt WEGO Coordinator
Meeting and Caring with a group of feminist activists in Indonesia

Cancelled weddings, work challenges, homesickness, menstruation talks, loss of friends to Covid-19. Even with all the hardships, our enthusiasm at the Ruang Baca Puan Collective did not subside to promote…

Read more...

Environment and Sustainability in the globalised classroom

A students’ review of Andrea Nightingale’s book “Environment and sustainability in a globalizing world”. Back in 2019, at the beginning of the winter semester, we were sitting in a blank…

Read more...
WEGO and Feminist Political Ecology

The Innovative Training Network WEGO (“Well-being, Economy, Gender and Community) was born in the Convent of Santa Maria del Giglio in Bolsena, Italy, resulting from the meeting of several women…

Read more...
WEGO-ITN... in Spanish!

WEGO-ITN apoya el surgimiento de una nueva generación de investigadores/as como parte de una plataforma de investigación relevante para la sociedad. Conozca aquí nuestros 15 proyectos. Nr. 1: “Programas de…

Read more...

What to expect for 2021

WEGO's first
WEGO in Action is back!

https://www.wegoitn.org/?na=view&id=5

podcast

"The Feminist Political Ecology Podcast" will be airing soon. Stay tuned for interviews with our researchers, partners and those who believe in doing environmentalism, justice and feminism in a different way.

Click Here

8th Degrowth Conference

Stay tuned for the 8th International Degrowth Conference “Caring Communities for Radical Change” that will take place in the Hague between 24-28 August 2021.

Click Here

FPE Dialogues

This series of events, in collaboration with academics, activists, practitioners and policymakers, will discuss societally relevant themes, such as alternative food systems, liveable cities, resistances against extractivism and much more.

Click Here
‘Extracting Us’ Exhibition and Conversation Launches Online

Following the experience of co-curating the exhibition “Extracting Us. Looking Differently: Feminism, Politics and Coal Extraction” at ONCA gallery in Brighton in July...

Read more...
Thinking through the relations between feminist political ecology, degrowth, commoning and post-development - Lessons from a workshop

The Lalang river, in Indonesia, is a common property for the Murung people – almost all Murung activities happens on or around the river. However, catching fish has become more…

Read more...
Creative engagements on the front lines - webinar

Free online event Creative practices are central to activism on the front lines of resistance against forces that are changing the skin…

Read more...

Governance at the Edge of the State Conference

Conference Paper – Abstract Nation without government: How is governing achieved in Nepal? The Nepali state is said to be in perpetual democratic deficit, identified roughly as the lack of…

Read more...
WEGO in Action is back!
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